Correction for broadening in Doppler blood flow spectrum estimated using wavelet transform.
The conventionally used spectral estimation technique for Doppler blood flow signal analysis is short-time Fourier transform (STFT). But this method requires stationarity of the signal during the window interval. Wavelet transform (WT), which has a flexible time-frequency window, is particularly suitable for nonstationary signals. In recently years, the WT has been used to investigate its advantages and limitations for the analysis of Doppler blood flow signals. In these studies, the estimated spectral width of Doppler blood flow signals using the WT might include significant window and nonstationarity broadening errors. These broadening errors of the time-varying spectrum were clearly undesirable since it would tend to mask the effect of flow disturbance on the spectra width. In this paper, a closed form expression for window and nonstationary root-mean-squared (rms) spectral width is given when using the WT to estimate the Doppler blood flow spectrum. The increases in the rms spectral width can be calculated and then the spectral width estimation based on the WT can be corrected.